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This invention relates to a bumper for sign of bumper as disclosed in Fig. 1 formed
with full loop ends.
automobiles.
It is the principal object of .the presentl Referring more particularly to the draw
invention to provide an automobile bumper ings, 10 and 11 indicate the side frame mem
which may be supported transversely of the bers of an automobile main frame, and are
end of an automobile, and which is particu here shown as supported by springs 12 upon

larly designed lto afford additional protec

a rear axle 13.
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It is to be understood that 60

tion to the fenders or mud guards of the while the invention here disclosed is sho-wn
automobile, as compared with bumpers now as applied to the rear of an automobile,
10 on the market.
that it may also be applied to the front of
The present invention contemplates the an automobile without diiiiculty.
Carried by the frame members'lO and 11
A11% of a transversely extending and hori
zontally disposed impact bar supported by are fenders 14 and 15 respectively which
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suitable- arms or brackets from the frame of serve as fenders and mud guards for the
15

an automobile, said impact bar terminating wheels of the vehicle, indicated by dotted

in end portions extending substantially

20

lines at 16.

‘

_It is the purpose of an automobile bumper 70
parallel to the frame of the automobile and
overhanging the fenders or mud guards in to interpose between the automobile upon
a manner to interpose a guard section be which the bumper is mounted and some ob
tween the outer edge of the fender and any ject with which the automobile comes in
object with which said fender might come forcible contact, a structure which will ab
sorb the force of impact and will through a 76
in contact.
The invention- is illustrated by way of eX prolongedv period 0f time act to brin the

ample in the accompanying drawings, in vehicle and the colliding body into a reñitive

25

state of rest. This may be satisfactorily
which:
Fig. 1 is a fragmentary view of one end done by the use of a bumper of the design
of an automobile frame showing the vehicle shown in Hoover Patent No. 1,191,306, 86

wheel, one of the fenders'designed therefor, typifying the general bumper structures of
and the bumper with which` the present in Figs. 4 and 5 of the drawings,l and Fageol
vention is concerne-d mounted upon the ve Patent No. 1,329,517, typified by the struc

hicle frame and in position relative to the tures shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of the drawings.
In Figs. 2 and 3 of the drawings, it will be
fender.
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary view showing the seen that the bumper there shown comprises
35

rear end of an automobile chassis with its a pair of brackets or mounting arms 17 hav
rear fenders, and further showing one form ing means at their front ends for fastening
of the present invention in which the ter them to the frame of the vehicle, such as the

minatingfree ends of the impact member U bolts 18, and which brackets terminate in
are recurved to hook around the outer edge outwardly or inwardly bent portions 19 for
40
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of the fender and to form a curved fender -receiving a horizontal bumper bar 20 sup
section to prevent an object from hooking ported transversely of the vehicle frame by
under the fender as the automobile advances. the brackets.
In the form of the invention shown in 95
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary View of the rear
of an automobile showing a simplified form Figs. 2 and 3, this bumper bar is a straight
of the bumper with the recurved hooks elimi bar of resilient material terminating in end
guard portions 21. These guard 4‘portions
nated.
Fig. 4 is a fragmentary view of the rear extend substantially at right an yles to the
end of an automobile showing-a form of the main body ofthe bar and su stantially 100
invention in which~the bumper is designed parallel to the brackets 19. The length of
with full looped ends, the loops terminating the guard portions 21 is sufficient to carry
at opposite sides of the vehicle frame and their terminating ends forwardly of the rear
edge of an automobile rear fender and rear
alongside of the fenders.
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary view of the rear wardly of the forward edge of an auto 105
end of an automobile showing thepsame de' mobile front fender.

incassi'
lit will therefore be evident thatl in'case jecting alon the sides of the trame to pro
a collision is liable to take place betvveen the tect ‘the fen ers carried by the frame said
automobile upon which the bumper is mount extensions terminating in free ends.
2. In combination with the frame of an
ed and another object, either in the direction
60
of the arrow --a-~- or „E5-M, as indicated in automobile and the side fenders. carried
thereby,
a
vertically
rigid
and
horizontally
Fig. 2, the tender Will be shielded and thus
protected, and that in the event the bumper resilient bumper comprising a horizontally
is struck in any point intermediate its'two extending impact bar, mounting arms for
ends, it will tend to yield to absorb the'shock rigidly securing said impact bar transversely
through the resilience of the bumper bar as of the end of the vehicle trame, and exten
Well as the brackets. li, however, the tend sions formed as coutinuations of the opposite
er should tend to collide with an object ends oí the impact bar and projecting sub
which would strike it in the direction of the stantially at right angles to said bar for
arow -0-, as indicated in Fig. 2, the form guardin the sides of the adjacent automo 70
15 of bumper shown in Fig. 3 would not Ward bile fen ers, said extensions terminating in
.
oil' the blow. This, however, has been taken free ends.
3. in combination with the frame of an
care oi in the term of bumpers shown in
Figs. 2 and 5, in that the terminating ends automobile and the side fenders carried
of the guards 21 are curved inwardly as in thereby, a bumper comprising a horizontally -75
20 dicated at 22 and hooked around the edge extending impact bar, mounting arms tor se
of flange ci the tender to prevent the fender curing said impact bar transversely of the
end of thev vehicle frame, and extensions
from being struck.
lin the form of the invention shown in formed as continuations of the opposite ends
Figs. 4 and 5, the bumpers are of the closed oi' _the impact bar and projecting substantial 80
25 loop type, as exemplified lin the patent to ly at right angles to said bar for guarding
Hoover No. 1,191,306, issued July 18, 1916, the sides ot the adjacent automobile fend
in which the brackets 17 are formed as con ers, said extensions terminating in free end
l tinuaticns of the complete bumper- struc inturned hooks embracing the outer edges of
ture. rll‘he loops, however, continue around said tenders.
e. ln combination with an automobile
the sides of the tenders forming the side

guards 21, and in the design of bumper fram-e and the fenders carried thereby, a
shown in
5,' the end of the loop is bent bumper comprisino‘ a horizontally disposed

inwardly to, form a looped hook 22.'
ln all forms oi' the invention here shown,
it will be evident that the bumper will protect the complete rear of the automobile in~

impact member adapted to be positioned

transversely of the end ot’ the. vehicle frame,
the ends of said impact member terminating
in loops formed to extend at right angles to
cluding its fenders from collision directly the impact bar and along the outer sides of

against the rear at the corners of the frame the adjacent vehicle fenders, and mounting
means Yfor supporting said bar with its loops
or at the sides of 'the fenders.

Vlïhile l have shown the preferred form of in position across the end of the fenders.

my invention as now known to me, it is to be

5. ln combination with an automobil-e

understood that various changes may be frame and the fenders carried thereby, a
made in its construction Without departing bumper comprising a .horizontally disposed
from the spirit of the invention as defined impact member adapted to be positioned

transversely of the end of the vehicle frame,
Having thus described my invention, what the ends of said impact member terminating
l claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat in loops formed to extend at right angles to

45 in the appended claims.

ent is:

-

'

'

1. A bumper com rising a resilient hori

50

zontally disposed anld horlzontally yielding
impact bar, mounting means for securin

the impactjba'r and alon the outer sides of
the adjacent ‘ vehicle endors, mounting
means for supporting said bar with its loops
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in position across the end of the fenders. and ~

said impact bar to the frame of a vehicle an ' means formed at the terminals of said loops

transversely of the end thereof, and resilient for hooking around the edges of the adja

horizontally yielding extensions carried by cent fenders.
the opposite ends of the impact bar andpro
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